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Born To Try
Delta Goodrem

This is my first attempt but i have a talent for picking up the chords to music
so it should be all good. The only thing though is that you ll need to listen to
the song to pick up the intro and the instrumentally bit in the verses, cos i
cant explain it very well. Cheers)

(for the first bit she just plays the notes Eb, Ab, Eb, Db, Bb, Bb(repeated
softer)
VERSE 1
 Ab         Eb           F
 Doing everything that i believe in, 
                                     (Just the notes again-F,C,C,G,Ab,Eb) 
 Ab           Eb                   F     
 Going by the roads that i ve been taught, 
                                      (and again F, C, C, G, Ab, Eb) 
  Ab         Eb         F 
 More understanding of whats around me
 Ab          Eb           F 
 And protecting from the walls of love

BRIDGE
Bb           Ab     Eb
All that you see is me,
Bb        Ab     Eb
And all i truly believe,

CHORUS
                   Ab       Eb
That i was born to try
                F
I ve learned to love, 
        Ab          Eb 
Be understanding
               F
And believe in life
                       Bb        Ab          
But you ve got to make choices
            Eb
Be wrong or right
                 Bb             Ab              Eb
Sometimes you ve got to sacrifice the things you like

But i was born to try

VERSE 2
No point in talking what you should have been



And regretting the things that went on
Life s full of mistakes, destines and fate
Remove the clouds look at the bigger picture

And all that you see is me
and all i truly believe

then CHORUS again

All that you see is me
All i truly believe
All that you see is me
And all i truly believe

CHORUS(x2)

But you ve got to make choices
Be wrong or right
Sometimes you ve got to sacrifice the things you like

(nothing played here-i.e. silence)
But i was born to try 

I hope that you can understand it. Listen to the song, you ll get what i mean.
In the instumentally bit in the verses, it s like you play the note, and then
the
one a 5th above it.e.g. F (low) C (1/5th higher)then C (octave lower) G (1/5th
above the C) then the Ab is lower again with the Eb 1/5th above that. 

If you have any probs or if you want to thank me for someone finally putting
out Delta s tabs, you can email me at; channys_butterfly_kisses@hotmail.com


